
Megatrends of the 1920s
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Harding Scandals
➢ Harding died before scandals broke

➢ Teapot Dome: Oil reserves transferred to 

Dept. of Interior, but Sec. of Interior Albert 

Fall was bribed and leased them to two 

businessmen

➢ Attorney General Harry Daugherty accused 

of receiving illegal funds from the sale of 

seized assets

➢ Corrupt government contracts for the 

construction of Veterans’ Bureau Hospitals

➢ Harding had an affair with a mistress while 

in office, which was revealed in the popular 

book The President’s Daughter

Bonus Bill Veto
➢ Bonus Bill- sought to pay WWI vets in 

redeemable certificates to reward them 

➢ Bonuses to be given in 1945

➢ Fiscal conservatives opposed $4B cost

➢ Vetoed by Harding in 1922

➢ Congress passed a second similar bill in 

1924

➢ Coolidge vetoed, but was overridden

Answer: In the executive branch, the 1920s were notable for small government, as Harding and 
Coolidge adopted laissez-faire capitalism and international isolationism. Additionally, Coolidge cut 
taxes and cut the overall federal budget. 



Anna Ranslem period 5

The Coolidge-Mellon Fiscal Program
● Calvin Coolidge: 30th President of America; had an interest 

in lowering taxes in America.

● Andrew Mellon: Secretary of Treasury, one of the richest 

men in America; devoted himself to working for substantial 

tax reductions on corporate profits, personal incomes, and 

inheritances.

● Mellon worked with President Coolidge after 1924 to 

dramatically trim the already modest federal budget by 

making government smaller. 

● Mellon’s “trickle down” tax policies, which he called 

“scientific taxation,” favored the rapid expansion of capital 

investment- the tax burden shifted to the middle class.

The twenties were moving towards domination by a smaller government and political 

bossism in an effort to reduce the federal budget and reduce the nation’s debt.



Influence of Henry Ford: 
Geraldine Blanco 5th 

Henry Ford, born in Greenfield Township, Michigan 
in 1863, was one of America’s greatest businessmen 
during this time in America. Ford was the founder of 
Ford Motor Company, which triggered mass-
production and mass-consumption in the 1920s. 
During this era, Ford also developed the assembly 
line and the conveyor belt to speed up the motor 
production. By 1929, more than 26 million cars were 
registered in the USA. During the 1920s, about $1 
billion a year was spent on the construction of a 
national network of highways. The automobile 
industry also caused other industries such as steel, 
rubber, leather and paint to grow rapidly.

Ford produced a 

standard model, the 

Model T Ford. A new 

Model T Ford cost less 

than $300 in the mid-

1920s.

Was it a businessman’s paradise or an economic dirge? 
During the 1920’s, America’s economy was a businessman’s 
paradise due to the fact that wages rose, unemployment 
decline, and businesses boomed.

Ford enabled the 
normal person to 
travel around the 
country by selling his 
car at a reasonable 
price. 



The Agricultural Problem

● Farmer prosperity ended with the Great 

War, increased by European demand.

● Severe debt for farmers who expanded 

during this time.

● New technological advances created 

surplus that dropped prices.

● Cotton prices feel due to the creation of 

man-made fibers.

● AAA, emerged to drive up cotton prices. 

Ruled unconstitutional.

● Soil was depleted after years of planting 

and plowing- The Dust Bowl.

● These were all factors that contributed to 

massive decreases in agricultural prices 

that led to the bankruptcy of 600,000 

farmers and the migration of many more to 

cities.



Mass Production and the Decline of the Railroad 

➢ Mass Production is a way of producing large amounts of 

standardized goods

➢ Factors leading to mass Production include: readily 

available power supplies, the assembly line, and the 

government favoring growth by making tax cuts and not 

enforcing antitrust laws

➢ Mass Production made manufacturing safer, more cost 

effective, and efficient 

○ Led to higher wages for workers, shorter work days, and a 

better quality of life

○ Rapid development of products allowed for goods to be sold 

at an unprecedented rate leading to economic growth in the 

manufacturing industry

➢ As automobiles gained popularity 

they began to replace railroads as 

people's main form of transportation 

➢ Local governments spent their 

money building roads and highways 

instead of maintaining railroads

The twenties: Was it a businessman’s paradise or an economic dirge?

The roaring twenties were a businessman’s paradise. The economy was booming because of the war and 

new innovations were being made constantly. Advertisement led to more demand for products and the 

government supported industry with tax cuts. 



The “Roaring Twenties” - Megatrends - Economics: The Stock boom    Weijia Yan Pd.5

Causation:

1. Increased productivity

a. Henry Ford - Assembly line

b. Eli Whitney - interchangeable parts

1. Advanced energy technologies

a. Increased use of oil and electricity.

2. government policies

a. Favor growth of big business

b. Large tax cuts for higher-income Americans - Andrew 

Mellon

Significance:

The stock market was closely related to the U.S. Economy during the 

1920s. The stock boom demonstrated that the U.S. economy was 

growing rapidly. The standard of living for most Americans improved 

significantly.

What is it?

● The 1920 witnessed tremendous prosperity in the 

United States. 

● As US industry boomed, so did company shares on 

the stock market. Prices of shares went up, year 

after year.

● Many Americans had money to invest in stocks, and 

millions of investors chose to buy stocks on margin, 

hoping to make easy money.

● Overall, it is a businessman’s paradise because 

the 1920s saw the booming economy due to mass 

production and demand of products.



Flappers in the Roaring 20’s   Nadia Zamany P.5

Definition:

Generation of young middle class Western 

women that embraced fun, fashion, and 

sexual liberty.

Flappers wore their hair short and their dresses 

even shorter, discarding the old and creating 

a new image for girls to idolize.

Their “extreme behavior” included drinking, 

openly flirting, smoking, dancing 

suggestively, and driving; activities that 

usually applied to men only.

Significance:

Time after WWI, people were more prosperous 

and consumerism was promoted.

Prohibition led to underground bars and clubs 

that served alcohol illegally.

Social norms were questioned and bent out of 

shape, hence the emergence of flappers.

Carefree or Insecure?

This era could be characterized as “carefree” 

due to the loss of morals and the emphasis 

on rebellion and enjoying life through 

freedom of expression.



Klu Klux Klan
● It was founded in 1866 and had 

spread to every southern state by 

1870

● Primary goal was reestablishment of 

white supremacy

● Claimed to be Protestant Christians

● It was fulfilled by democratic 

victories in State Legislators across 

the South in 1870’s

● Dedicated to underground violence 

to Republican leaders and voters

● Saw its prime in 1920’s with 

over 4 million members

● Began to be anti Roman 

Catholics, Jews, foreigners and 

organized labor

● Jazz age was very carefree

● Time of great economic growth

● Many people were drinking 

illegally since alcohol was 

banned

● It was a time of great change 

in social, politics, music and 

dance



Fundamentalism vs. Modernism in the Scopes trial
- Started as a divide in the presbyterian church which eventually spread to most U.S. 

denominations.  

- This debate was embodied in the Scopes “monkey” Trial, formally known as the State of 

Tennessee vs. John Scopes. The case only stayed at a state level never went to the 

supreme court.

- The trial was widely publicized with famous people arguing in it. William Jennings Bryan 

argued for the prosecution and a famed labor union lawyer, Clarence Darrow, argued for 

the defence.

- The case occurred when Tennesse put in a law that banned the teaching of Darwin’s 

theory of evolution in schools. A Teacher John Scopes continued to teach it and was 

taken to court. The case then turned into a debate over evolution vs. creationism. 

Darrow's plan was to put Bryan on the stand and question him in order to make him 

seem unreasonable, but this plan did not work.

- The court sided with the Bryan and the prosecution fineing scopes for 100 dollars about 

1,300 in today’s money, but that ruling was eventually overturned on a technicality.

- In my opinion the jazz age was a time of division and turmoil with many social debates 

occurring and this debate over evolution and new ideologies being one of them.

Clarence Darrow on 

the left and William 

Jenning Bryan on the 

right.

Connor Pivateau
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Sensationalism, Advertisements, and Gangsters
Tiffany Nguyen p5

Sensationalism(Oxford def.): the presentation of stories in 

a way that is intended to provoke public interest or 

excitement, at the expense of accuracy (especially in 

journalism) 
● Tabloids were composed of scandalous crime, sex, and 

money in order to interest readers

Advertising: After the war, general circulation magazines 

began to deal with consumerism rather than reform

● Tabloids, radio, etc were used to convince consumers 

that certain products were necessities, which benefitted 

many companies as people bought more and more

Charles "Lucky" Luciano: Father of the Modern American Mafia.
● brought about fundamental changes to organized 

crime, setting up the Five Families to rule New York

● Established a National Crime Syndicate

Al “Scarface” Capone: American gangster 

who dominated in illegal alcohol and other criminal

activities during the height of Prohibition.

● Responsible for multiple acts of violence such as the St. 

Valentine’s Day Massacre in 1929

● Sensationalized in media of the time

● Life captured the public imagination 

and his gangster persona has been

immortalized in the many movies and 

books inspired by his exploits

Other gangsters of the time: Vito Genovese, Dutch Schultz, Carlo 

Gambino, Frank Costello, Jack "Legs" Diamond, Johnny Torrio, John 

Dillinger, and Bugsy Siegel

Was the so called “Jazz Age” best characterized as carefree or insecure?
I believe that the Jazz Age can best be described as insecure. Although the perception of women was changing and the younger 

generations were able to create a new identity separate from their parents, many events emerged during the 1920’s would support my claim. A 

new KKK was created because some whites probably felt that their “superior” status in the US was going to be disrupted by those who weren’t 

the same. Insecurities can also be seen in the fundamentalists, who didn’t want anyone to abandon traditional and Biblical beliefs in favor of 

science.



Eugene Debs and Socialism p5 

American Socialism: American socialism 

was based on the writings and beliefs of 

Karl Marx. Socialists believed that the 

government should own all industries and 

divide the profit among the workers. They 

were against war, capitalism, and child 

labor. 

Eugene V. Debs: He was called the 

“Father of American Socialism”. He 

worked for the railroad in his home state, 

Indiana. He formed the American Railway 

Union in 1892. He led the Pullman Strike 

and was arrested. In prison, he thought 

that drastic political change was 

necessary. In 1900, he ran for president 

and got about 87,000 votes. He ran four 

more times after that, however he was 

arrested for antiwar activities, so he ran 

for president from his jail cell. In 1925, 

President Harding pardoned him, but then 

he died a year later.

Answer: This was an age of legal repression. 

Due to an economic depression, industrialists 

like George Pullman were cutting wages without 

cutting prices and setting extreme work hours. 

There was a lack regulation during this time that 

was needed to keep workers safe and keep 

businesses running effectively, however 

socialism was not the answer. 



Palmer Raids
Background: Bolshevik victory in Russia makes communism 

a global threat.

Fearful Americans want to fight back against radicalism.

Bombings in 1919 were supposedly done by communists, 

one of the bombs damaged the front of General A. Mitch 

Palmer’s house.

In 1920, Palmer and assistant J. Edgar Hoover raided the 

rumored radical centers in order to find weapons and arrest 

radicals.

Found three pistols and arrested over 6,000 people, although 

most were released.

Very unsuccessful raid.

Was this an era of unlawful 

protest or legal repression?

The Palmer Raids were unlawful 

protest because they arrested 

innocent people and did not even 

find what they were looking for, 

proving that the supposed 

radicals were not stocking up on 

weapons and planning a 

revolution. Also, this was a 

vigilante mission, as Palmer 

wasn’t assigned to this, he simply 

wanted revenge.

Mitchell PalmerMitchell Palmer’s house

Natalie Jennings
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Universal Negro Improvement Association and 

Marcus Garvey 
- Garvey attracted a wide American following–

mostly among poor urban blacks–with an 

ideology of black nationalism.

- He encouraged African Americans to take 

pride in their own achievements.

- He wanted them to develop an awareness of 

their heritage.

- His United Negro Improvement Association 

launched a chain of black owned grocery 

stores and pressed for the creation of black 

businesses. 

- He urged for African American’s to return to 

Africa to create their own society (Garvey 

Movement). However, plans fell through when 

he was deported to Jamaica when found guilty 

of fraud.

- But the allure to black nationalism that he 

helped make visible still survived in black 

culture long after he was gone

Period 5

The UNIA became notable for its mass rallies and parades, 

for the opulent uniforms of its members, and for the growth 

of its enterprises. Therefore, it was an age of legal 

repression because they protested against assimilation 

into white society. 



The Lost Generation P-5

The Lost Generation was the generation of  young adults that came of age during 

World War I. This term was coined by Gertrude Stein, and was made popular by 

Ernest Hemingway. The Lost Generation was mainly portrayed through works of 

literature written by members of the period, including Hemingway, F. Scott 

Fitzgerald, J. R. R. Tolkien, C.S Lewis, and many others. Much of the literature had 

common themes to them, typically relating to experiences the authors had while 

fighting in World War I. A very common theme was the tarnishing or death of the 

“American dream”, which is also seen in Fitzgerald’s The Great Gatsby.

The Lost Generation is more of an age of unlawful protest than legal repression. In 

most of the authors’ novels, the characters understand that there is something wrong 

with their society, and the authors illustrate their discontent through their works of 

fiction.



Disarmament
By Joe Bissinger

● In 1918, Woodrow Wilson 

emphasized disarmament in 

Point Four of his Fourteen 

Points.

● Wilson’s saw that the U.S 

should focus on reducing 

numbers of weapons in 

countries around the world to 

prevent future war.

● Although many treaties were 

signed, international intentions 

of disarmament failed overall.

● Countries such as 

Germany, Japan, and 

the Soviet Union 

continued to remilitarize 

and were not able to be 

controlled by the 

League of Nations.



Dawes and Young Plans for Reparations
➢ Charles G. Dawes proposed a plan in 1924 as a 

result of Germany’s failure to pay for their 

reparations from WW1. 

➢ Dawes and other business experts developed a 

system to stabilize the currency and for payment 

reductions. 

➢ The plan had American and British bankers to 

provide loans to Germany to enable them to fulfill 

their reparation payments

○ Britain and France agreed to reduce the amount of 

their reparation payments 

➢ The payments for reparations to Britain and 

France rose gradually until 1929

➢ In 1929, the Young Plan reduced the final 

amount of reparations owed. However, the 

payments were never met due to the Great 

Depression 

➢ In 1932, the Allies canceled the payments 

that were due

➢ In the end, Germany paid 16.8 billion marks 

to the Allies and received 44.7 billion marks 

in purchases and loans 

This period in time was a time of internationalism 

due to several countries interacting together, 

making agreements with each other 



Kellogg-Braind Peace Pact
● French foreign minister asked US to 

join alliance against Germany in 1927

● Secretary of State, Frank Kellogg 

instead proposed a treaty

● It was a multilateral treaty outlawing 

war as an instrument of National 

Policy

● 14 nations signed peace pact in Paris 

on August 27th, 1928

● 48 other nations joined later 

Period 5

❖ The twenties are best remembered as a period of internationalism 

because of the interactions with other countries



Mariam haider
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Taft 
•President Warren G. Harding appointed Taft to Chief Justice of US Supreme Court. 

•Ruled against the Right of Congress to discourage child labor. 

•Traux v. Corrida, Myers v. US

•Nineteenth Amendment

Question: the court decisions made by Taft favored civil rights.



William Adair v The United States (1908)

The Case

William Adair legally battled over the right to 

fire workers for being in a union

Desired to reverse the Erdman Act whose last 

section outlawed “yellow-dog” contracts. 

It was ruled that the “right to fire is absolute, “ 

that a company should be able to regulate 

the means of employment 

Forced the Erdman Act (1898) to apply to 

railroads only with interstate commerce. 

Congress's role in interstate commerce did not 

reach the membership of labor unions

William Adair

Representative of the Louisville and Nashville 

Railroad Company

Violated the law by firing a man from the 

company for joining a union 

Prosecuted for it and challenged the law as a 

violation of company rights. 

In this case if you were to look at Adair's 

company as the property, then yes it does. 



Child Labor Law and the Courts- Per 5
Children worked for half price as adults, long hours 

and in unsafe working conditions.
The first step to change started in 1916

“Keating Owen Child Labor Act”
Prohibited sales from anyone under 14 
Prohibited any mine workers under 16
Can’t work for more than 8 hours a day 
Passed by Congress and signed by 

President Woodrow Wilson. 
❖ Child Labor Tax Law 

➢ federal excise tax of 10% on annual net 
profits, of those employers who used 
child labor

Courts: 

Supreme Court ruled it unconstitutional in Hammer 

v. Dagenhart because it interfered with 

Interstate Commerce - (Keating Owen Child 

Labor Act) 

Supreme Court ruled it unconstitutional in Bailey v. 

Drexel Furniture Company

FINALLY an amendment was proposed to congress to 

regulate child labor, but ratification was stalled in the 

1920’s 

Child Labor regulations did not fully happen till 1938 

● With the cases that dealt with child labor laws and regulations, the courts always sided with the 
business/property, therefore the courts favored property rights over civil. 



Schenck Case

- Congress passed Espionage Act in 1917

- law that said obstructing the draft and trying to make soldiers disloyal were crimes 

during wartime

- Charles Schenck mailed pamphlets to men who had been drafted that said the 

government had no right to send American citizens to other 

- Government accuses him of violating Espionage Act

- He called the Act unconstitutional and said it violated First Amendment

- Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes wrote decision that upheld Schenck’s conviction

- “the clear and present danger test

The court decision did not favor property rights over civil rights because it established the 

First Amendment as not absolute. Giving people on the other end of it more tolerance in 

their freedom of speech.


